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5-Year Curriculum Review Cycle



Review Process

1. Curriculum Supervisors/Asst. Superintendent establish subcommittees
a. Establish student focus groups 

2. K-12 SWOT Analysis Conducted (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) 
3. Curriculum committee reviews  recommendations from previous Review Report & 

determines if all recommendations were all acted upon
4. Data analysis of assessments- common assessments
5. Review Curriculum Maps and identify areas that are not aligned based on updates to 

the frameworks or identify areas that need to be adjusted based on other factors 
6. Look at current research for each curriculum area, determine best practice in the field
7. Opportunity for vertical articulation of recommendations.



Chandler Current Status
➢ Third-year implementing Fundations phonics program

➢ Third-year implementing Reader’s Workshop units based on Making Meaning and Reading Strategies

➢ First year implementing Heggerty Phonemic Awareness in kindergarten, pilot in prek and grade one

➢ Using multiple writing resources, including Empowering Writers

➢ Aimsweb, Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) Shaywitz Dyslexia Screen performed multiple times annually, assessing 

early literacy and reading skills 

➢ Progress monitoring done throughout the year for identified students

➢ Reading Specialists providing Tier 2 and 3 intervention 

➢ Reading Specialists and Special Educators use Fundations, Heggerty and S.P.I.R.E 

➢ Reading Specialists and Special Educators are either Orton-Gillingham certified or in the process of being certified

➢ Lexia Core5 used for digital intervention, data, and small group support

➢ Variety of digital practice opportunities for literacy skills (Raz Plus, Reading Eggs, Fast Phonics, Lexia)



Chandler Strengths

➢ Talented, dedicated staff who keep the best interest of the students at the forefront of all planning

➢ Teachers work collaboratively with their peers to maintain grade-level consistency in planning

➢ Pacing of the curriculum is age-appropriate with an opportunity to revisit concepts and skills

➢ Teachers identify needs with a variety of formal and informal assessments, tracking student growth and performance

➢ Teachers establish classroom work routines which may be collaborative or independent, are engaging and hands-on

➢ Interventions are provided to identified students following a strong data protocol

➢ Effective Student Support Team model 

➢ Chandler school library/media specialist supports research and digital literacy skills through library direct instruction

➢ PebbleGo, Infobase, Epic!, Tumblebooks, and Scholastic provide fiction and non-fiction texts for student use and 

cross-curricular integration

➢ School-wide book room with a wide variety of texts 



Chandler Needs and Opportunities

➢ Update writing scope and sequence provide consistency across the grade-levels and develop rigorous writing units

➢ Grade level benchmarks and rubrics for writing

➢ Revisit Empower Writers and its usage, look at additional materials if needed

➢ Phonemic awareness embedded into the current reading program

➢ Opportunities for vertical articulation, professional development and data review

➢ Daily, consistent differentiated instruction in all classes

➢ More common reading and writing assessments

➢ Additional diverse and engaging literature in classroom libraries, including mentor texts

➢ Continued integration of science and social studies into our reading units



Chandler Next Steps

➢ Implementation of the Heggerty Phonemic Awareness program schoolwide

➢ Professional development on reading and writing best practices, focus on the science of reading

➢ Update writing and reading units to reflect current research and needs

➢ Continue to grow the classroom libraries and school book room 



Alden Current Status

➢ First year of full implementation of Fundations phonics program in grade 3

➢ Lucy Calkins Reading units of study fully implemented in grades 3-5, with additional components for phonics and word work

➢ Heggerty Phonemic Awareness and SPIRE have been purchased for reading specialists and SPED staff

➢ Newsela and Comprehension Toolkit provide leveled articles for differentiated instruction and independent reading

➢ Using Empowering Writers and Writing Strategies (Serravallo)  texts for writing resources

➢ Aimsweb, STAR Reading, and Shaywitz Dyslexia Screen performed multiple times annually, assessing reading skills across domains

➢ Reading Specialists provide Tier 2 and Tier 3 intervention for developing readers 

➢ Lexia Core5, Freckle, and IXL are  used for digital intervention, data, and small group support

➢ Special educators are in the process of earning their Orton Gillingham certification



Alden Strengths

➢ Teachers work collaboratively to plan instruction and monitor student progress and growth which elevate rigor across grade levels

➢ Workshop model coupled with Lucy Calkins Units of Reading and Fundations Phonics (grade 3)

➢ Robust classroom libraries and text collections

➢ Empowering Writers and Patterns of Power Grammar

➢ Common end-of-unit writing assessment prompts

➢ Inclusive, thorough schoolwide data protocols

➢ Collaboration with Teaching and Learning Alliance dedicated to reading best practice has developed teacher leaders

➢ Committee, summer work, and PD opportunities for alignment and articulation

➢ Library/Media Specialist supports research units with digital skills and text sets



Alden Needs and Opportunities

➢ Professional development on best practice in the craft and art of writing

➢ Professional development in reading (the science of learning to read, phonemic awareness) so that all teachers can best support 

their developing readers 

➢ Shorter, more frequent, in-the-moment opportunities for students to respond in writing

➢ Common graphic organizers, language, and instructional approaches (including digital tools that support developing writers)  are 

needed across grade levels

➢ Common scope and sequence for language components (word work, grammar)

➢ Calibration of scoring for writing assignments

➢ Literacy Coach to maintain consistency and make PD sustainable as well as monitor reading and writing data and facilitate data 

protocols



Alden Next Steps

➢ Professional Development in reading and writing best practice

➢ Add a Literacy Coach

➢ Consider pilot and/or purchase of writing program or resources, word work/grammar components for Grades 4 and 5, and 

phonemic awareness

➢ Summer work to incorporate new strategies and materials into curriculum maps and unit plans



Duxbury Middle School: Current Status

➢ Reading and writing classes at 6th Grade

➢ ELA classes at 7th and 8th Grades

➢ Critical Reading and Thinking class (semester) at 7th Grade

➢ Unleveled classes

➢ Opportunities for teachers to engage in frequent collaboration

➢ Alignment with 2017 Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks



Duxbury Middle School: Strengths

Reading

➢ Text variety (style, genre, time periods)
➢ Emphasis on discussion and interpretation
➢ Engagement with authors
➢ Independent reading

 
Writing
 
➢ Frequent, low-risk opportunities to write in varied genres and styles
➢ Authentic assessment and PBL
➢ Engagement through effective technology integration
➢ Biannual assessment



Duxbury Middle School: Needs and Opportunities

Reading

➢ Literary offerings do not consistently represent a diverse range of voices and experiences.
➢ Opportunities for students of higher ability levels to engage with advanced texts are limited.
➢ Students of all ability levels would benefit from focused instruction in accessing complex texts.

 
Writing

➢ Large class sizes limit opportunities for conferencing and individualized instruction.
➢ Incomplete vertical (6-12) and horizontal (6-8) alignment in writing instruction
➢ Incomplete vertical alignment in grammar instruction, elementary to middle school
➢ Limited opportunities (beyond the classroom) to provide students with targeted interventions in writing



Duxbury Middle School: Next Steps

➢ Research, review, and incorporate texts that represent more diverse voices and 
experiences.

➢ Endeavor to keep class sizes low to allow for individualized instruction in writing.
➢ Vertically and horizontally align writing and grammar instruction.
➢ Consider ways to provide students of widely-varying ability levels with appropriately 

challenging literature (differentiated instruction within classes; differentiated course 
offerings at 8th grade).



Duxbury High School: Current Status

➢ Grades 9 and 10: ELA
➢ Grade 11: American literature
➢ Grade 12: Electives (Creative Writing, Shakespeare, Sports Literature, Crime 

Literature, Contemporary Social Issues, Stories of Survival, Humor and Satire)
➢ AP courses at grades 11 and 12
➢ Electives: Journalism; Real World Skills
➢ Leveled classes
➢ Opportunities for teachers to engage in frequent collaboration
➢ Alignment with 2017 Massachusetts Curriculum Framework



Duxbury High School: Strengths

Reading 
 
➢ Text variety (style, genre, time periods)
➢ Emphasis on discussion, interpretation, analysis
➢ Texts of appropriate complexity in leveled classes

Writing 
 
➢ Frequent, low-risk opportunities to write in varied genres and styles
➢ Authentic assessment
➢ Emphasis on student choice to engage and empower
➢ Engagement through effective technology integration
➢ Biannual assessment
➢ Targeted instruction in writing in leveled classes



Duxbury High School: Needs and Opportunities

Reading
 

➢ Literary offerings do not consistently represent a diverse range of voices and experiences.
➢ Reading fluency and readiness limited by vocabulary
 

Writing
 

➢ Incomplete vertical (6-12) and horizontal (9-12) alignment in writing and grammar instruction
➢ Limited opportunities to provide students with interventions in writing (beyond the classroom)



Duxbury High School: Next Steps

➢ Research, review, and incorporate texts that represent more diverse voices and 
experiences.

➢ Vertically and horizontally align writing and grammar instruction.
➢ Implement a writing lab program to provide interventions for students.
➢ Consider ways to continually develop students’ vocabulary (in core and elective 

classes, writing labs, e.g.)


